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Analysis methods used 
and planned for VIP-2



VIP-2
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Target: Copper strips

WITHOUT CURRENT configuration: regime 
case (stable states: background)

WITH CURRENT configuration (100 A): dynamic 
case (PEP violation through electron capture)


Signal: X-ray emission detected by SDDs (stably 
kept  @  °C even with current in Cu)


: probability of new injected electron captured in a 

PEP violating state
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GOAL: searching violation of 
Pauli Exclusion Principle (PEP)


@ LNGS Underground  
(beneath Gran Sasso Mountain – IT)



Simultaneous Fit Analysis 
gaussian included in the “with 
current” case to represent the 
possible PEP (Pauli Exclusion 
Principle) violation

free from an ROI region: more 
signal based

too small signal might only lead to 
large systematics uncertainties


large 1σ region of uncertainty

Frequentist
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with current
w/o current

with current

w/o current

Spectral subtraction 
direct measurement

blind analysis

necessity to find an 
optimal ROI (Region 
Of Interest)

too much sensible to 
statistical fluctuations

no evidence of excess 
found so far
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∝ counts in excess



Bayesian
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Using the Bayes Theorem 
counts are Poissonian distributed ; prior: Heaviside function. The method 

does not find extra counts but an increase of  by : 


excellent for low statistical signals

systematic uncertainty is the combination of different priors for the different factors of 
the probability formula

we must be careful with the priors

published result with some theory upgrades still under test; requires still a lot of working 
and cross-checks (including the use of simulations)

(∼ λNe−λ/N!)
λ λsg
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∝ λsg

example  found by Bayes Theorem expressed as probability (PPD) and cumulative (CDF) distribution 
Peak is the central value; from the distribution, we can get its uncertainty

λsg
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Current published results 

@ 90% C.L. 
β

2 < 5.4 ⋅ 10 −42



Future?
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Machine Learning 
advanced technique, able to 
recover complex, convoluted 
signals

it relies on simulations

need cross-checks to avoid 
“optical illusions”

TBD 
Possible inputs:


signal with and without current

realistic current diffusion in the Cu

detector response

…
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OUTLOOK 
With the Frequentist inference, we are limited

Bayesian inference has more potential but must be improved

Machine Learning is a possible future improvement, but it needs a careful design 


